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DATADIXREPANCIES IN ANDNM EXIC31MENTSFOR D+D, D+T, ANDT+T FUS1ONREACTIONS

Nelson Jarmie, R. A. Hardekopf, Ronald E. Brown, F. D. Correll, and G. G. Ohlsen
Los Alnmos Scientific Laboratory

LOS Alamos, New Uexico 87545, USA

We investigate the accurac~ of the basic fbsion data for the reactions T(d,n)4He, T(t,2n)qHe,
D(d,n)3He, and D(d,p)T in the 10-100 kd bombarding energy region or interest in the design of fusio,
reactors, magnetic cr inertial. The history of the data base for these reactions, Par’,icularlv the most
critical one: T(d,n)4He, is based on 25-year-old experiments whoee bccuracy (~ften as9uIMd to Fe 5$) has
rarely been questioned. In all except the d + d reactions significant difreren=s among data sets exist. The
errors or the basic data sets may be considerably larger than previously ●xpected and the ●ffect on design
calculations should be significant. Much of the trouble apparently lies in the accuracy or the energy
❑easurements whiclj arz dirficult at low ene giea.

r
We feel that systematic errors of up to 50$ are possible in

the reactivity values of the present T(d,n) He data base. The errorm in the reactivity would Propogate
proportionately into the ●rrorg in fislon probabilities in reactor calculations. The D(d,n)3He and D(d,pjT
crogs sections appear to be well known and consistent. The T(t,2n)UHe cross section is poorlY known and maY
be subject to large systematic errors. Improved ak~olute ~easurem..lts in the 10-100 keV bombarding ●nergy
region for the hbove reactions are underway at Loa Alamos. The experiment features a windowless cWOganic
target, calibntion of the target density with a high energy Van-de-Graarf beam, measurement of the beam
intensity with a calorimeter, use of a negative ion source ror the 10 to 100 keV ❑easurements, and a
time-of-rlight laser spectrometer to determine the absolute energy. Both the source and target will be capable
, ‘ handling-tritlum. Acc~racies of better than 55 are anticipated.

[ Data discrepancies, 10-100 keV, T(d,n), T(t,2n), d + d reactions, absolute cross section 2measurement.

Introduction

The purpose of this uork 10 to investigate the
accut?scy of the basic !’uaion reaction data for the
reactions T(d,n)UHe, Tft,2n)4He, D(d,n)3He,
and D(d,p)T, and co describe an elaborate experiment
in progreaa at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
to remeasure the cross setitlona with improved
accuracy.

The hi~tcmy or the data base for the~e
reactions, particularly the most critical one:
T(d,n)UHe, 18 based on 25-year-old .xpertients
whose accuracy (orten assumed to be 5$) hes rarely
been questioned. As reactor experiments and reactor
design become more sophisticated and.various
discrepancies stand out; it will be important to
understand the inrluence of’ the uncertainty in the
basic fusion data. The errors of the basic data
sets may be considerably larger than previously
expected and the erfect on design calculations
should be al.gnificant. This conclusion provides a
❑otivation for an impraved experiment.

The energy region of’ interest la from 10 ta 120
keV ~mbardinR ener~ .This corresponds, (assuming a
triton beam), to a ~emtuw of an interacting
D + T plasa Of fFOM 0.5 to 20 kev. Th~ difference

of enerw scale arises rrom the folding of the
Maxwell distribution ofvelocitiea in the plasma
with the cross section and from a lab to
center-of-mass conversion.

The Lawson oriterion 1 lndioatea conditions
neceaaary for ‘break evann In a burning D + T
plamna. It indicates that the opttium plasma
temperature for the lowest n~ia ●round 20 to 30 keV~
te~erature. Early reactora would likely operate on ,
the lower side or this ❑inimum, aay rmm 1 to 30 keV
temperature. This co~responds to a laboratory
bombarding energy in the range we are ooncerned with.

A detailed report of discrepancies in !imlon
data is being publiehed as a LOS ALamos report
(LA-B087 ) . A study or the relation of the accuracy
or the basjc ‘usion data on the design of nuclear
weapfms haa bee,? done.z
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Data Survey

&
The T(d,n) low amer

T
data base nsts cm three

❑ain references. Arnold et al., at Los Alamoe.,
measu~d&(900) down to ❑oout 10 keV (lab
bombarding energy) claiming 25 accuracy. Since the
reaction h lSOtrOpiC in the cm. ayatem below
several hundred lieV, the&(90@) is easily
converted to m htegrate~ cross 3eCtiOfIwT.
Conner, Bonner, and tiith’! at Rice University
❑easured U(900) down to 10 keV, with 3$ accuracy,
and Katsaurov5 at ths Lebedev Institute
measured WT down to 05 keV claiming 2-3$

Earlier experiments like those of Jarv:s
~%~;$ In England (?0-40 keV, about 101
accuracy) were ad~udged to be in ?-me dinagleement
with the later U.S. ●xperiments and were not
comonly used. Most data bases in fision reactor
calculations come ●v~tunlly fhm the work or
Arnold3 and Conner~, sometimes circuitously.
Many cIf’ the data baaes depend on a compilation by
Groene7, uhoae calculations use mainly the work or
Arnold and Conner. The tractional error in the
reaction rate in a burning plasma is expected to be
equal t the fractional error In the cross

8section .

Figure 1 shows the T(d,n)4He data. The line
is M R-Hatrix fit by Stewart and Hale9 wtich
agrees with st.a,jdard references 3 and ~, and
excludes the Katsaurov data because of an apparent
onerm shift in the RussiaJI &ta. Study or tht
details or Katsaurov’a j.mk indicate that it was a
canfully done experiment with due r~gard to the
dirflcult problem of’ meaauring such a low energy.
It is not clear in whose work the ener~ discrepancy
lice. The circles, Katsaurov data, are seen to be
shifted to lower energies by about 6 keV leading to
a cross section diset-spancy (atundard values low) of
10-30S in the low energy region. Figure 2 shows the
iti energy detail. I.lcluded in this gmph is a
point by Jnrvis end Reef which, if correct, would
Sg-e with the energy scale or Kataaurov. The
Jarvis data w~re also not included in the Stewart
and Hale report.
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Fig. 1 The T(d, n)4He total cross-seotion. The
line la an R-Katrix fit (Ref. ~) to known data
other than those or Kataaurov. Of note is the
apparent energy shift between the Katsaurov values
(Ref. 5) and the other data.

The accurate neaaumment of the b~arding
ener~ la diffloult at lW energies and la auapected
by ua to be the mairr oauaa of the croaa section
diacrepanciea. Becauae the oroaa section la falling
in a steep expc.lential, slight mergy ah!.fta oarr
produce a hrge error in the Crcma aeotion
magnitude. One man calculate, for example, that at
20 keV, a shift of mly 0.5 keV in the bombarding
energy will produce a 10% change in the cross
section. At the lotmr energies the fractional crosu
section error variea aa dE/E3/~, co that the
effect geta larger as the energy dacraaaea.

The experimental equipment for the T(d,n)qHe
reaction was often used in the maaaurement of
similar mactiona which alao show dlacmpzncies.
For example, the min U.S. grwpa: Bonner, Conner,
and Lill:eq, and Arnold3 et al., alao meaaured
the 3He(d,p)4He rnactiorr total cross section
with eaaentially the aamz apparatua. Kunzl~, in a
aubamquent experiment in the low-energy region,
disagmea with the above data, heving an apparent
energy shift of from 5-15 keV hlRher so thet his
croaa section valuea are 30-50$ lower than the
previous uork.

It should be noted that Kunz normalize hia
●baolute aoale by alao rnezaurlng the D(t,n) reaction
with hia equipmmt and normalizing to peak of the
T(d,n) maaaumment of Conner, Bonnsr, and tiithq.
Hls agreement with Bonner, Conner, and Lillie at the
peak cf the resonance la then no surprise, but the
dia~reement at lower energien again indioatea an
enerff meaaummmt prablem.

Detail of th? 10U energy 3He(d,p) reaction la ,
given in Fig. 3. Again the work of’ Jarvia and
ROZ# diaagme with the Rice and LASL experiments
and agree with KunzlO. Note that the apparent
enerm shift of the ‘atandardw work ~a In the
direction oD~osite to the T(d,r.) oaae In Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Lw ~ergy detail of the T(d,n)UHe tital
croza-aaction data again ahoulng the energy shift
of the %taaurov data (Ref. 5).
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Fig. 3 Lou-energy detail of the 3He(d,p)qHe
total cross section. It la of interest to
compare this figure with Fig. 2.



An unpublished report of a meaaumment on the
3He(3He,2p)4He nsactior, was made in 1969 bY
Dwarakanathll i which he included a Maauremant

tof the %e(d,p) tie total croae Section. Hia
dab an not available in tabluar form. Inspection
of his graphical results indicates, paradoxically.
that hit data -with Arnold st al. and Bonner,
Conner and Lillie at lcu energies.

The same ●ccelerator end atisolute energy
measurement used in the Arnold ●t al.s T(d,n)
❑eawnment wa used by Sadyer and Phillips12 in

ithe 6Li(p,3He) He reaction. Flgura 8 n!’ EIWyn
et al.13 show the iata of Sawyer ML Phillips to
be high by ● factor of 2 or 3 in the 10+ ●nt.gy
region compared to the data of Fledler and Kunze14
and 0ameinhardt15. It ie not clear how much of
this discrepancy la due to a possible energy shift.

T(t,2n)4He

Greene’s compilation ia again the source of
data aa used in the design codes. His work dependa
largely on Govorov ●t al.16 who measurea&T ~m
60 to 1140 keV (5$ accuracy). Ha excludes th data
of Agneu17 et al. (down W 40 keV, &(900) 45
accuracy). Sxperimenta done ainoa Green@’e
publication are those of Strel’nl.kov et al.18 who
measuwU(900) ~rom 40 to 200 keV (15S uncertainty
clatied) and Sarov, Abramovioh, and Florkin19 who
measure end&T from 30 to 16o keV.
Serov’a num>rical data are available~. For
completeneaa we should ❑ention the work of Govorov
et al.2’ who maa~um U(900) from 230 to 1000
ktV; and the ❑easurement or the neutrcm and alPh8
spectra by Bame end Laland22, Hong, Anderson end

3kclu~23, and Lerose-Poutiasou, and Jeremie 4,
and Jarmle and Allen25.

Low energy T(t,2n)4He data %W dise~p.nt and
poorly understood. In aume mesas the tot~l orosa
section is meazumd and eomatimes the zero degree
differential croae aaction. (%~arison of the two
k.nds of data is not simple because the conversion
between the two is not simple, even assuming
isotropy in the cm. ~ystem. The raaeon for this
results from the 3-bodj breakup; and either an
angular distribution must be ❑easumd or a mcdel
dependent calculation made. The oonvemion la also
energy dependent.

In Fig. 4 the zero-degree differential croaa
eection ie presented to show the trend of the data.
Shown a the prediction of the compilation of
Duaned which waa derived from the Agnak17
data. ThqdT data of COVWOV16, divided by 10
(which is thought to be a reaaoneble aonveraion, aee
the diacuaeion in ref. 9) follas the Ureene curve.
The Serov19120 data olustera around the
Strel’nikovlB curve. The prediction of Greene7
(divided by 10) is ahown for comparison. It is eeen
that large differences occur betwen varloua data,
leading to a considerable lack of mliabillty in the
source of fueion-calculation data eats (Omene’s
compilation).

Stewart end Hale9 ahow that there are eevere
internal lnconaietenciee between the varioua aeta of
data ooncernlng the conversion fWom~(Oo)
to~T. Thie ma help explain that when the tiata

Jare plotted as T vs energy they look somewhat
lass discrepant. An R-matrix solution by Hale,
Young, and Jarmie27 to the total o~as n~ction
data of ref’s. 16, 20, end 25 up to 2 hb~ leads to a

-.

prediction of the mactivlty of the T(t,2n)*He
reaction about 501 smaller than that predlcLed by
Greener below 50 keV bombarding energy. The data in
thie low-enerw region are dominated b~ the work of
Serov et al. who made a concerted eff’ort to measum
the bombarding ●merm ●ccurately. Eva if they were
succeaaf’ul ●t this d:?ri~ult tatk, their ●nergy
error la etill 2 to 3 kev, ert the stated u-ror in
their cross aeotlona W: from 20 to 30s.
Considering the other inconsistencies mentioned, our
knowledge of T(t,2n)4He cmaa sections 1s not
secure.

D(d,n)3Ha and D(d,p)T

Many experlmnta measuring abaoluta ctmea
section have been done partially because of a report
of a narrow maonance near Ed = 100 keV and the
comparison o!’ the two branches. Unlike the T(d,n)
and T(t,2n) mactiorm tha angular diatrlbution ix
highly enisotropic at low ●nergias. A good summary
of the experiments in given by Theus28.

Mct4eil129 has revised the total croaa section
data of Arnold et al.s @wsirds by 3-12$ to account
for) Impmmd anieotropy meamumments. When th{.s im
done, the eeveral abeolute ●xperiment agree within
●xperimental errors which am generally 10-15%
exmpt for Arnold3 who quotes 2-5$. It eee= then
chat the Jsta for the d + d reacticm am in
satisfactory egmemant.
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Fig. 4 The T(t,2n)4He aero-degme differential
crons uection vs triton bombarding energy.
Owenels (Rer. 7) total croaa section prediction,
based on Oovorov (Ref. 16), la divided by 10 to
give the curve ahoun. Duane@a prndletlon
(Ref. 26) is baaed on the Agnaw data (Ref. 17).
The Sarov data (Rer. 20) closely follows the
Strel’nlkov data (Ref. 18) ~prnatntw by t~

sol-id line.



The d + d data Of Arnold et hl.3 wre taken
with the acme appmntua as in their T(d, n)
experiment. The apparent ~:nemant of Arnold’s
8 + d date with the othar ex9erlmenta in that system
adds another ourioua heuristic element 1,1 tb
question or the reliability of their T(d, n) datu.

Cross Section Experiment

An experiment is nou in progmaa at Los Alamos
to ❑eawrn the absolute cmsa aectiom or the
reactions under discussim fmm 10-100 keV
bombarding energy to an reliable accuracy of better
than 5$. Since kntmledge and control of the
absolute aner= ie or coma concern, great effort haa
been ❑ade in the daaign to achiave a good energy
masuremamt.

The schematic or the experiment is shown in
Fig. 5. Them are several key elements in the
experimental design. 1. The target is ●

wind~less, continuous rlou, cryogenic device, with
the outflwing gas trapped m 4% surfecea. The
avoidanoe or window la a orltical ractor in
obtaining a nliable determination of the energy.
The target will be capable of handling tritium. A
typical target density ie about 1016/om3.
Precise measurement of gaa flw and target
temperature la neceaaary. 2. Bacauae or charge
exchange in the target, the beam intensity will be
measured by a prncialon calorimeter rollowing a
design by Thomann and Bann30. 3. The !-129 keV
ion source will produce a negative beam to ellminate
unuantad ion apeciea and aupmaa effects or alltedge
scattering. It will be capable of accelerating
tritons. Beam ourrenta tiili be from 1-50
❑lcrmmps. U. Encr@y loaa in the target will be
explored with a laser apectromater31. This device
uaea a pmciae tjme-o~-flight meaaumment of a beam
pulse created by photodetachment or the beam
negative ions with a pulsed Nd: YAGlaaer. Both
the laser spectrometer and a p~cisjon resistor
stack will be used to measum the absolute energy.
An attempt will be made to keep all sources OF error
in the beam energy less then 50 V. 5. Calibmtion
of the target density will be made using a high
●nergy Tandem Van-de-Graaff beam. A reaction with
well known cross sectian, such aa D(p,p)D or T(p,p)T
will be used. If’ necasaary, the calibrating croaa
section will be meaaumd separately at Los Alamos to
better than lg.

At this writing, the cryogenic target la
oomplete, the ion source installed and running, the
calorimeter complete and tested and all of the beam
optic elements installed. Both 100 kev and lfJ K’J
bears hove successfully bombarded a deutarlum target
and reaction particlea have been detected. The
laser apactrometer md trltium handling equipment
ape undar construction. A photograph of the ayatem
ia shown in Fig. 6.

We plan te first ❑eaaum the D + D ayatem to
work out problems in the system; then accelermt-
tritow to study D + T and finally !low trltium in
the target to study the T + T reaction.
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